
Message 

From: Sunny Balwani [/O=THERANOS ORGANIZATION/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SBALWANI] 
Sent: 4/13/2014 11:59:17 PM 
To: Daniel Young [dyoung@theranos.com] 
CC: Elizabeth Holmes [eholmes@theranos.com] 
Subject: my response to Tyler 

Daniel. 

Please see attached document. I have added my response and going to add more but first I wanted to get this to you. I 
would like for you to verify my comments about data and CV. I want you to be certain that he in fact looked at all tips 
(which is what it seems like). Also, there are couple of others comments we want you to respond to. 

Thanks. 
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Tyler. 

Elizabeth forward me this email to respond to your comments. 

Before I get into specifics, let me share with you that had this email come from anyone else in the 
company, 1,,would have already fired them  for this arrogant and insulting attitude. Inyob.rcase, I  am  
giving you the benefit of doubt that your intentions are in the right place, 4e,e;a49iisi4t.Wi4h-AU-Tialid am 
taking the time to respond, even though your tone in this email all thtewaythrOtigh..fast.ri ragraph is not 
seeking to understand, but rather standing at higher perch of morality and julOgingpthersMIties\ . 
company. Perhaps this too was not your intent but this clearly comes ri)'s\aS.* .ilt\atR14,ste..t:-

In my meetings with Daniel I found that the diTat...  etWee.f.:McCVs were due to Daniel 
calculating CV based on the median value of eachprecisiion t :Was...c:a.C:ulating CV of the entire 
data set for each level. When I asked him whyviie..dO..this,.h.e that it was a way to average out the 
noise. I was under the impression that the coeffi:cienti.ofvarittion..Wa meant to be, at least in part, a 
measure of how much noise exists in the dati:..BY aver-agingotitthits. noise before CV is calculated, the 
CV as a metric of assay performance becarneile4..pel4ni•nifut,...And because our calculations of CV are 
based on median rather than mean,.thismeatiq4t:..:2/1.0,44r data is entirely ignored both when 
calculating CV and acquiring a pattekt result. 

Your basic understanding 14ti.,..'At .;:ilk"...51111.W..and\lou do not grasp the meaning of the CV. We 
happen to be running six "  0evice for our own comfort, going the extra mile in our 
early stages. For al c,Ae....whee..we.e.),ave  run assays in pharma trials, we have  run assays only in 
singlicatesetonsot, - and ...a, xtremely high quality data. As a matter of fact, we have . 
conrsistehtly scan that..dat-. .r.k.""e..ratecijay our platform — when free of human errors — has at least 

tchel?,'if s'etc?e.cc:`>t.6f?...qua I i . 1)from other laboratories (more on the point about laboratories 
a r). ca se,ke..a.re -o.neine assays in 6 replicates, this  doesaLpott mean this is what is reported. 

with We get a  high  degree of confidences generated  by our algorithms 
laaseel-whi'th'ta\ke i.i.itosac. .difni the number of at}-replicates we choose to run  as well as other factors. 
This is a poi‘ritsOu la''i'c;,::;struggling most with-to grasp. Let me further simplify. It is like someone asking 
you to count Mgt-.(‘ in a bag. Since we really want to be sure, we have 6 people count these instead of 
1, even though the answer we give out is still 1 number and therefore in a large number of cases our 
answer is of higher confidence versus others who may only be counting the bag using 1 person. This 
doesn't mean we have to share with otherspublish that we have 6 people counting and 6 answers 
instead of 1. We use internal algorithms to arrive at the right answer based on what we see fitthe use 
case. It may be a simple average of 6, a  median, or some other algorithm. This is a business decision as 
the purpose of having a world class computational biosciences team  to select  what statistical model to 
pies souse in order to generate give out  the tae,st-most robust clinical  data with the highest confidence 
from our system (assay, hardware, software — including our algorithms, and other elements). What 
matters is that the answer we provide is something we wa-nt-ta-have higher confidence around. In this 
example, each of these 6 people may in turn employ six more people so they can in turn provide the 1 
right answer that feeds into our algorithm, which ultimately reports out that pisle-Ahe 1 right answer. 
Similarly, what goes on inside the device is for internal calculations and verification purposes. The final 
reported result is all that matters, whether internally we runt this on 1 replicate, 2, 6 or 12. It is 
important for us (ie, R&D, internal data generation, 4144th- and the  algorithm-, amongst other 
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areasgegeration) to know tip to tip variance co we cm conctzintly refine mnd improve 0jr product, but 
not relevant in terms of how we quantify assay precision (CV). Daniel Young went over this in detail 
with you laafare-over 3 sessions, as you were calculating this incorrectly before, and it still seems like 
your understanding around this is deficient. Please know these  repeat sessions  with Daniel himself were 
given to you solely because of your relationship with Mr. Shultz. We don't share our proprietary 
methodologies i.ntefffat.w-br=king4 with other junior employees and certainly r1ith ttrOse that are not ". 
involved within a giventhis-process. Moreover, Daniel and his team's time is alsb 6)4r6n).q1y\previous 
given the amount of work they do almost 7 days a week. This was a privilege eXteiki4dtoiibit as a 
courtesy. Not a right. 

''' .. \ 
While I understand that calculating CV based on the me"  .as is, relevant 4rt4r.4ig tk,

" 

system to systems of our competitors, the fact that the CV of our ctiteff level for Syphilis RPR dropsfiom 
439/a to <20% by moving from CV of the entire dataset to CV of the medians tells me that a significant 
portion of our data is just noise. I believe that we should set two standards of CV flat must be met in 
order for an assay to pass precision testing; a standard rrentansiof ekihstun, and a standard for 
each level's dataset as a whole. 1.-,\ -.... " 

' \ ' 

Again, the variance across tips is not vant as inentiohed e.:. tli riance for the reported value is 
what is quantified to assess assay perf " " \ 

Daniel also told me that for•qnralita ss' ti ass Syphilis RPR, the CV as metric of assay 
performance is less important tan it would be tor quantitative assays. I agree with him, at the end of 
the day the only thing that's imOortarit:iS ddilvering the correct result to our patients. However, given 
the high variation in our dataset, it is net Stirptising that when using a strict antibody index cutoff value 
of 1, our sensitivity was only .555 the. first time we tested clinical samples and 80% the second time. The 
first issue I have with this is,that tbere is Po penalty for repeating an experiment. We repeat and delete 
rather than repeat in oti r validatiein reports there is never any mention of how many attempts 
of prOkion or eromParabilitY taStingiiiititbok to get the data that's presented. The second problem that 
have is that Our eqUiVo6:l4rane is adjUsted and widened until we see the sensitivity and specificity that 
we want toreportAimest regardless of what the data looks like, we can adjust this zone until we get 
the 95% sensitivity thnt we ,,;ant to see. Tellingly, out of the 247 patients that we tested, 66 of whom 
were SyphiliS positiVe, -ripatients fell into our equivocal zone than we correctly diagnosed as being 
positive for *bilis: 

Equivocal zones are commonly used, and expected in such qualitative assays. The approach being used 
for setting ours was based on common techniques. That being said, we do know that our equivocal 
range is wider than where we would like for some assays. in this case, the impact is that more__ 
patients will need confirmatory testing. But this is a business decision. We make these business 
decisions all day long. This is not ignoring data. 

No studies are simply repeated with the original data being ignored. There have been times when the 
initial data sets from initial studies may not be good enough because of many factors including the fact 
that many of our assays, algorithms, formulas, production methods, QC processes may have been in 
early stages. In such case when data suggests that to be the case, we improve our products, assays, 
software, algorithms, hardware, manufacturing processes, and more. We ask relevant teams -
sometimes all teams -to identify the root cause of such issues and make changes and repeats our 
experiment. THIS IS CALLED PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT THRU ITERATION. In this case when may we 
learn that our initial experiment was a result of a software bug or algorithms needing further refinement 
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and debugging, misalignment of hardware tools or simply erroneous human processes,- we discard that 
data in  the R&D and product development stage. Nothing works the first time around in product 
development, not in startups, not in larger companies and certainly not when you are doing something 
extremely novel and unprecedented with limited resources. This is how every product is developed. I 
find it appalling that rather than seek and understand, you claim to be judging something you don't have 
a basic understanding of. I also think you are thoroughly confused about wha rocira development 
and what is validation in CLIA. Because of lack of resources, we ask people to d\6,-trilti p'•e 4ings, wear 
multiple hats, and sometimes try to combine multiple steps into one,,WkdonAne'e t....o....f,...-:,;:'pOtn these to 
every individual doing the experiments as there is a more senior, mote ex.O.r.e.oec:-!..cjteam Gip es data 
crunching and decides what experiments to rerun. Most juniorloyel 140 .a0a.c...S to 
this because they lack any-the  experience and knowledge. We hitedperh.:fkOn p' nrn n 
data analysis. This is also why we added you to the ELISA experikltS•yyarn. u bro 
superior understanding of data analysis but because we needecfasOsio..a.:,-, .aaoole to ur experiments. 
If you wanted to understand data analysis, the emphasis s id avc tif:,.-01 4.,iekin understand. When 
you sent your last email, you wanted to understand mo we \as,k1T.jantelAo spend his time with 
you. After that session, you shared you underXood • sis".46..:;t.l.iv 4'are trying to go even 
broader and grasp even more and your depth lz.z.fstmderstkh eVeri\S‘ha er than before. 

I then asked Daniel if he thoUgtli,c,t0yp'10 ,titapilt4the most accurate and most precise 
Syphilis test on the market. He said that Itle'ran.os'.dqal ...tict. claim to have the most accurate or precise 
tests, and that if I could find any marketing MatOtals..th.ai'm4e such claims that I should forward them 
to him. A quick google search yietcts .ahaiidlui artice ...that explicitly make these claims. Daniel agreed 
that the authors make sweepinA,..stiitemeliS'abotit ou.i'assay performances, but noted that Theranos 
never directly made any ofthee. iclailms.: If"Wolkvstablished institutions such as the Wall Street Journal 
have published misinformatitin,.a.tint4•Ther4nosjt seems it would be in our best long-term interest to 
correct this informa '1440141d dour image of bringing transparency to blood testing. 

This is. tl point,tha Vatesri*t i cost. Quick google search and what this led you to believe without 
plying ihka*again, seeking to understand, but rather jump to conclusions and 

\ • — 

I saw thes a e.g ar ) ticles claim Theranos is better. I personally agree with that but that is my 
opinion just e` 3a these articles are opinions of bloggers and authors. An overwhelming majority 
of patients who a es experienced our method-systems  over the last decade, not just at Walgreens, 
agree with this opinion based on their experiences. When journalists who come and experience what we 
do say that this is the best way to do lab, there is no disagreement around that. 

In specific, you mention WSJ article. Here is what the author says: "Theranos's processes are faster, 
cheaper and more accurate than the conventional methods and require only microscopic blood 
volumes, not vial after vial of the stuff." Does the article say Theranos is better than lmmuloite running 
in 1 lab on 1 device? This says more accurate than conventional methods. This brings me to other 
major point that either you don't understand or simply choose to ignore acKl-in makkige your 
misinformed claims and assertions against the company. Let me shed some light for you. 

At this point, Theranos is not selling any  devices. We are a high complexity CLIA laboratory. As such in 
general we are compared to other high complexity CLIA laboratories (read the WSJ language carefully —
it says conventional methods which in our case is other laboratories and more specifically, the larger 
national laboratories that use multiple devices for a given assay in different locations so— towe compare 
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apples to apples). When on our web site we site that as a CLIA lab, our CVs are such and such (we only 
make 1 claim on Vitamin D — more on this later), we are comparing these to other labs. Do you know 
what is typical CV for Vitamin-D in other labs? It is usually much higher than 25%. Do you know what is 
Vitamin-D CV across different devices and different Labs in even 1 company like Quest and Labcorp? It is 
over 40%. Many of hospital and payer partners routinely tell us they have never see Vitamin-D CV from 
larger Labs lesser than SO% in their lives. The same applies for an overwhelmingly lar,g mber of other 
assays; the CVs for these is usually much higher when you measure it across multiple e'vices, different 
freagentl lots and different days. For Vitamin D, the CLIA governing body doesn't even clefinean 
acceptable CV (only state of NY does) because this is one of the most volatile.: 41 difficult assays. We go 
through the excruciating& difficult task of calibrating our lots arid batc es,o reagents, 
cartridges, plastics, movements inside devices, and other even di tilt t av no 
visibility into, so that we can have a platform that gives us this capa to'have\stight\SV1 cross 
clevie the locations at which people give samples and also across la mbers of deviCes. We will 
make these claims against other devices when we start sell' 

Moreover, the CV you are comparing is from ultip!e-Th 4empetitor device. If you 
I are measuring CVs across multiple devices and iple-e\ \ tie same vendor the results 

are horrendous. WSJ article in particutat makes:no re ce r method to being the best and 
neither do we. This is called an NP•cotnolete'Probl vtiffen We have data to show we are better 
than 2 larger labs, we cant prove we are b . it is logistically impossible. This is why we, 
Theranos, never make this claim on our web average person of average intelligence 
can easily experience and tell you thattbis is th 

We believe that our approach, out methodology, our technology, our platform is superior to other high 
complexity CLIA labs, 14sIt's not necessarily  singularly best in every given moment on every assay on 
every sample on. every day in the hands of any person  when compared to a single reference method 
pevice. We can never prove that, like I said, that's a legietieaRylogistically impossible problem to prove. 
FlOweve ngterrn as We generate more and more data, we will make direct claims in our web 
site. In t e?ige i skif,do  Anything — every single letter — that we put in our marketing content 
and rin dy e fte0 by some of the most competent law firms who are subject matters on such 
claims  and 't), :iireomments to Daniel — on the implications of those claims. We are a VERY 
conservative p We ask these advisors not just to make sure our claims are correct, but also that 
they don't lead ri`average person to draw wrong conclusions. We don't take anything lightly. We run a 
very tight ship on these matters. 

I then thought back to our previous discussion when I asked about our claim of having <10% CV for our 
lassay4 We checked the Theranos website together and found that we only make this claim for Vitamin 
D. I checked the 2-Tip validation data (we were running 2-tip protocol at the time) and found that the 
CVs for our three levels were 18%, 16%, and 19% when calculated based on the median of each 
precision run and 23%, 23%, and 25% when calculated based on the entire dataset. Here are scatter 
plots of the results from VitD precision testing, they don't seem to meet the standard we claim on our 
website for Vitamin 0. 
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For a while 14v be..\en‘tiving our ass8kIMICOrglk mg,opy Lintil we see how the new 6-Tip 
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method perforTs, Oerel's a cornpariSori of the 7 assays we run on •Theranos devices to their predicate 
methOdS. While:we are,noW:perforrlirjg better than we were with the 2-Tip method, you can see that of 
the 7 assays!we run On the. Theranes system, there is only one level from one assay that shows less 
v Jatio than our .t'tN 1109:L  

1 J 

immulite.3rd generation TSH 

level fur li,/m1) total CV 

0+01E. 

0.32 

3.3 

7.3 

39 

Again your number are 

off. Our precision numbers 
are instead 8.4%. 3.5% and 

12.5% 

5.3% 

4.6% 

4.8% 

5.1% 

4.5% 

6.4% 

Theranos TSH 

6-Tip 

Level (ulU/ml) CV whole dat medians 

42.9% 34.1% 

24.6% 17.9% 

27.7% 20.8% 
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4.6%. This is pretty close to 
the predicate and better in 
some cases. 

Immulite fT4 

CV 
total 

10.2 
0.51 

0.85 7.1% 

1.13 6.4% 

6.0% 

3.6% 

3.6% 

Calculations in the report show 
CVs values of 19.2%, 9.2% and 
7.6%. 

CV total 

114:7W 

1 .11K, 

Theranos fT4 

Theranos tPSA 

CV 
ogAiow.. 

16.0% 13.9% 

16.0% 14.0% 

18.3% 14.6% 

"<4.6% for 3 levels of controls" 

Level 

1.4 (ng/ml) 

3.37 (ng/ml) 

10.2 (ng/ml) 

6-Tip 

hole Dat 

33.8% 

17.1% 

24.1% 

[an 

13.0% 

10.8% 

11.8% 

Values in the 
report are 12.4%, 
9.4%, and 7.3%. 
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CV 
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\ 
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Sensitivity 
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Values from the 
report: 7.5%, 6.2%, 
and 
9.3%. Definitely 
on par with the 
reported Immulite 
values. though 
that is not the 
point here as I 
explained above 
since Immuloite 
values are 
cal d only5or,

devi 

Level 

27.1 ng!dL 

Zng/Aiki!i 

152 ng/c11.. 
• 

Q80 ng/d 

414 ngldL 

ngidL

otal CV 

24.3% Level 

13.0% MAO 

10.3% 300 nglea. 
q • 1.000 rig/O 

8.2% 

7.2% 

Theranos TST 

99% 

94% 

6-Tip 

19.4% 

12.5% 

17.4% 

11.6% 

13.0% 

Furthermore, t6ranoslifiliffiiherent advantage in tlirgE6rn par isons 
precision testing. While our competitors conduct their precision testing over 20 days, we do ours: Atli 
Accordingly, we can see that our precision experiments are not indicative of longer-term assay 
performance once we begin running patient samples; our Daily Quality Control failure rate is far greater 
than would be predicted by our QC reference range calculations, and our internal comparison of 
Theranos results in proficiency testing yielded less than satisfying results. I am not sure if this analysis 
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has been done, )36 we
Il§§mgggku rate ly evaluate long: term„aayperlpt7pAqgg!

r°1° 1160 PrOCISI 

You are again wrong here but that is primarily because you seem to starting with the assumption that 
everything you read on Google and everything other labs publish is word of truthe. It is not. 

Let me address each of your 3 insulting accusations here separately. 

First, the CLIA regulations define a day as 8 hours, not 24 hours. We C-',(100,41M011gSt 

multiple shifts. This gives us  some advantage.; an advantage on n n uir r..-Ai .p.deil. vs it takes us 

to complete the experiment  {calendar day time managagernent ̀ for the business; butaee also hassliv e 

disadvantages, though these disadvantages to you who is starting...I pface of see 
be obvious or relevant. 

Second, our daily QC control "failure" rate is f leer e e o iVtgi.. .....‘kiktiav nstructed our QC tests. 
Other devices in the upstairs lab play tricks wit Ssand Oori:f. rubble up all errors in raw 
format to the users like we do. Our qv'failur,es' a ren ec..tti le of :,,event stability like you claim. 
There is absolutely no data that shows'tiaXAtid it ika., ,., ing are implying that this is the case 
without any data. Our QC !failures!. are bec4e of (i.Ef,] ,../ 0 of some of our our-auLarail-processes which 
we are improving every day. gaN, ifycli.1 1-i r-1s1E::.-1- rlep  place of understanding and intention to 
help, this is why your email we:Li d h.;eoce been 11K-e‘f0:i W;;i,JIti not have made the statements you did. Also 
know that the QC "failures" on Ellsc.in i :.1i.lia br eise'We display all errors to the CLIA technicians so in 
these early days, we knowAkoftsI,qa0, 114 cat n all possible error conditions no matter what the \d''
root case may be. We are v,v king tiN'a.4toiln.a.fic..QC software for CLIA that will mitigate the QC error flag 
messages and only ks.14:+4,-ildv,s  Inat.„:-ue elevant to CLIA or to patient sample processing. Other 
devices and ven oec:T doing trh§ r decades. We need to write more software to capture and 
mit tr.ese Whit r. 1s e are dbMg ilhitt,quarter. This is product development, this is how startups are 
13 ilt. I '—ffia:41uiariysii:',.;usting disappointing  that these facts are also lost on you  when you 

. satd 
 Y T4.... nt a4,.t&b iri-a start up environment that requires building from the bottom up. licit 

Let me no a dreiS, the‘third point about internal pre-trial  PT results. These first  internal pre-trial  PT 
tests were fo iiibirn4fqn gathering and process improvement purposes. The purpose of these  pre-trial 
runs was-were t zest new processes we have been introducing to the CLIA lab,  -.highlight where to focus 
and improve ow--those  processes, SOPs, procedures and where accordingivte focus our software 
resources. Tthe results of these initial internal pre-trial  PT runs was 'less than satisfactory' because we 
identified few-a bugs in our algorithms and software because ofas this process  was intended to do. This 
was the intent behind this internal pre-trial  run. There is absolutely nothing in these internal pre-trial  PT 
results that says that our internal reagent, assay or cartridges stability is at question. then, during 
this debugging process, we questioned everything. Ali teams worked together to reproduce the entire 
process manually, reran tests, calibrators, and poured through our code to see where bugs might be. We 
found the-a bugs and we are working on fixing the algorithms. More-But most  importantly, this was an 
internal pre-trial  test run  that you are making these very serious statements about. This was the 
purpose of this internal pre-trial test run — to find bugs. For you to use this internal test data that was 
designed to find bugs in our internal the PT  processes and claim that the fault is-with assays and 
question reagent reagent stability is ddisingenuousecply disappointing. 
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'et me add a final point to this. I saw an email from Daniel this weekend which you sent in February I 
believe where you questioned the legality our PT method and where you cited a reference from CMS 
regulations. This is of the utmost seriousness to our business — not only are you questioning our 
integrity, but our license to operate as a business. That comment and that accusation based on absolute 
ignorance about the integrity of our company and its core team members is so insulting to me that if 
you were not Mr. Shultz's grandson, I would have personally thrown you out of this building. This is a 
privilege you are over abusing —at least at this company. This email from you is the end of this. Only 
email on this topic I want to see from you is an apology to Daniel and his team and possibly to Elizabeth. 
Please cc me on this email so I see that this happened. 

Your assumption of being right based on your very limited knowledge and understanding of Math, 
Statistics, Laboratory industry, medical device precision methods, data - and now laboratory regulations 
- is a very discouraging news for your own growth in business. Your sense of responsibility may be 
commendable but your lack of desire to seek accurate  understanding, accurate information and 
contribute but rather  yeuF•teridenetof telling others what right is disturbing,: 

I am sorry if this email sound& attacking any Way, I d'o'nOt intend it to be, I just feel a 
responsibility to you to tell you what I see sowe can work towards solutions. I am invested in this 
company's long-term vision, and amworried,that some of our current practices will prevent us from 
reaching our bigger goals. I'm sorry wasn't able to catch' you for a conversation, I know how busy you 
are, but if you would like to discuss anything I've mentioned in person, I would be more than happy to 
do so. 

From: Elizabeth Holmes 
Sent Friday, April 11, 2014:4;35 PM 
To: Sunny Balwani 
Subject FW FolloW up to previous discussion 

From: Tyler Shultz 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 3:38 PM 
To: Elizabeth Holmes 
Subject: RE: Follow up to previous discussion 

Hi Elizabeth, 

In my meetings with Daniel I found that the discrepancies between our CVs were due to Daniel 
calculating CV based on the median value of each precision run, while I was calculating CV of the entire 
data set for each level. When I asked him why we do this, he said that it was a way to average out the 
noise. I was under the impression that the coefficient of variation was meant to be, at least in part, a 
measure of how much noise exists in the data. By averaging out this noise before CV is calculated, the 
CV as a metric of assay performance becomes less meaningful. And because our calculations of CV are 
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based on median rather than mean, this means that 2/3 of our data is entirely ignored both when 
calculating CV and acquiring a patient result. 

While I understand that calculating CV based on the medians is relevant for comparing our 
system to systems of our competitors, the fact that the CV of our cutoff level for Syphilis RPR drops from 
43% to <20% by moving from CV of the entire dataset to CV of the medians telts•.meth.at a significant 
portion of our data is just noise. I believe that we should set two standards of CV tha.t .M.just be met in 
order for an assay to pass precision testing; a standard for the mediapsvf dard for 
each level's dataset as a whole. • '• 

••... .\ . . . 
Daniel also told me that for qualitative assays such as Syilf`tilis RP th~ , s Of s'a•%y 

performance is less important than it would be for quantitative agree with him; at the entl..,pf 
the day the only thing that's important is delivering the correct i..esi:1)t•-::fq:b.ur pkients.':However, given 
the high variation in our dataset, it is not surprising that when using stritt'antibe.dyindex cutoff value 
of 1, our sensitivity was only 65% the first time we tested„eliclica•I .;•..3•1:ri.p(ps.ariti,..8()% the second time. The 
first issue I have with this is that there is no pecialty for..(epe6tIng....ari...e.Xpetiment. We repeat and delete 
rather than repeat and add. In our validationree4th:ere....js.....hever...e0y mention of how many attempts 
of precision or comparability testing it took tq.Ot the data th.6f ,.pre.senfed. The second problem that I 
have is that our equivocal zone is adjusted and Widenecilupfi0w,''es,ve. the sensitivity and specificity that 
we want to report. Almost regardless of Wl*treCizi.t•zij ipck5•likewe can adjust this zone until we get 
the 95% sensitivity that we want to s•ee, Tel in-lyj•cut o the 247 patients that we tested, 66 of whom 
were Syphilis positive, more patieptk,fOnto o \e:quiy zone than we correctly diagnosed as being 
positive for Syphilis. ( 

I then asked gartik14 h,e. hot Syphilis test was truly the most accurate and most precise 
Syphilis test on theini3fiket,...H•e::s4i.0 thatTheranos does not claim to have the most accurate or precise 
tests, and that if. I could:firid any ritarkie.til •Materials that make such claims that I should forward them 
to quick kocigie...seareti handful of articles that explicitly make these claims. Daniel agreed 
that the 4iiithei's ̀ make sW•eeRing....sfet:ements about our assay performances, but noted that Theranos 
never directly made.,ansi ofthese claims. If well-established institutions such as the Wall Street Journal 
have piltili•sheel...mi inforifiatiofi about Theranos, it seems it would be in our best long-term interest to 
correct tfitsi***ittopip order to uphold our image of bringing transparency to blood testing. 

••••••\/ 
I then Oight back to our previous discussion when I asked about our claim of having <10% CV 

for our assays. We checked the Theranos website together and found that we only make this claim for 
Vitamin D. I checked the 2-Tip validation data (we were running 2-tip protocol at the time) and found 
that the CVs for our three levels were 18%, 16%, and 19% when calculated based on the median of each 
precision run and 23%, 23%, and 25% when calculated based on the entire dataset. Here are scatter 
plots of the results from VitD precision testing, they don't seem to meet the standard we claim on our 
website for Vitamin D. 
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For a while I've been g ing'o aiisay.s thelli i4fit of the doubt until we see how the new 6-Tip 
method performs. Here is a cOrnpariSon otthe 7 assays we run on Theranos devices to their predicate 
methods. While we are.nOW per fOrtning t)etterOan we were with the 2-Tip method, you can see that of 
the 7 assays we run on .he:1:tieranos Systernifiere is only one level from one assay that shows less 
variation than our eoMpettOr' techno o6: 

twirriulite 3rd generation TSH 

4.3 

7.3 

1 A' 

0.5% 

5.3% 

4.6% 

4.8% 

5.1% 

4.5% 

39 6.4% 

Level (ull_gml) 

Theranos TSH 

6-Tip 
'CV 

V h se dat medans 

42.9% 34.1% 

24.6% 17.9% 

27.7% 20.8% 

Immulite fT4 Theranos fT4 

level CV total 6-Tip 

0.51 10.2% Inter mean hole tia 

0.85 7.1% 1. 

1.13 6.4% 5.4M 
6.0% 6.68 

28.8% 

11.0% 

5.2% 

CV 
medians 

14.5% 

4.0% 

3.9% 
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2.91 3.6% 

g 3.6% 

Immulite TT4 Theranos TT4 

level CV total 

11.7% 

2.6 10.8% 

8.5% 

7 6.1% 

8.2 5.6% 

13 6.0% 

5.6% 

6-Tip 

Level hole Dat 

S. 

CV 
diala 

Immulite tPSA 

"<4.6% for 3 levels of controls 

74ranos tP5A 

6 Tip 

hale Da 
V 

media 

(n 33.8% 13.0% 

'337 (ng/rn 17.1% 10.8% 

0:4rteml 24.1% 11.8% 
,( • 

Diaso Theranos Vi D 
Level:... 

-,... 
-Ti6 p 

'...... 
Level CV D'st 

.4. % 
whole 

18.6% 

median 

12.5% 7 (ne,/rnl't 

217 ,.., .4.0% 28.7 (ng/rnI) 19.1% 9.5% 
kiiiiii:::::::6::::::::...;:ill:: 3._, 2.9% 

) 
W.6 (ng; 12.1% 9. 8%,

3.2% 
62.7 3.1% 

93.6 3.2% 

115 4.2% 

128 4.8% 

Oraquick HCV Theranos HCV 

Sensitivity 99% Sensitivity 99% 

Specificity 100% Specificity 94% 
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Level Total CV 6-Tip 
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27.1 ng/dt. 24.3% 

ngicEL 13.0%

152 ngliclL 10.3% 
80 ng,idt 

414 NMI_ 

1 ng/dL 

8.2% 

7.2% 

Level 

Pan dt 

300 nacIL 

1,000 ng1.0 

Furthermore, Theranos has an inherent advantage in these comparisdqs L10101.14/6' Jun 
precision testing. While our competitors conduct their precision' testing  Ili.. fcys 41,5. 
Accordingly, we can see that our precision experiments are not indicative of longer-term: assay 
performance once we begin running patient samples; our Daily Quality •'.".ontro•I failure: J....ate is far greater 
than would be predicted by our QC reference range calculati0m,%...andout,.i.;•nternal comparison of 
Theranos results in proficiency testing yielded less than satisfying'r.cisOts:f am not sure if this analysis 
has been done, but we should examine our Dkily QC rp6,itts Weql."ap ged precision 
experiment to more accurately evaluate long-terp•Ms r .60

• %‘ ,,(I am sorry if this email soun Ism any. 1d.04o 0it end it to be, I just feel a 
responsibility to you to tell you what I see ...so  Work towards solutions. I am invested in this • 
company's long-term vision, and am, worried that some'at our current practices will prevent us from 
reaching our bigger goals. I'm so.rrylwq•sn't :i1316 catch ydr:i for a conversation, I know how busy you 
are, but if you would like to disa*. a Ittirtg.):ve\ ir liOned in person, I would be more than happy to 
do so. 

Thanks, 
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